
Annex B 
(informative) 
Use cases 

B.1 Introduction  
 

 
 
 
Figure 3.1-1:  A general view about the actors and the use of an Address System  (based on 

i
) 

 
 
The Address user resp. the Address user community uses the Address System for different 
references in a large number of applications. This user, or precisely the application used, determines 
the original requirements which the system has to fulfill.  
 
To do this, the Address System has to be maintained by the Address Authority. These are mainly the 
organizations which create addresses (house numbers). In certain cases other institutions can also 
establish additional addresses which are of common interest (e.g. the task force for disaster 
prevention). 



 
The establishing authorities or other can add attributes of the addresses. In case the “Address user” is 
an application system, address or attribute changes have to be reported, either active by sending a 
corresponding message or passive by respond to a request of the application. 
Each request to the Address System includes a validation of the data. In case of inconsistency or 
contradictions the user is forced to report this to the Address Authority.    
 
The manifold uses can be grouped into three categories: 

- Use of addresses for reference 
- Creation and update of addresses and attributes 
- Dissemination of change information 

 

B.1.1 Use of addresses for reference 

 
The address information is used for referencing one or more application objects, to link the objects 
spatially (e.g. by town, street and house number). Using associated coordinates the display of the 
spatial distribution of the objects and the navigation on maps is supported. 
 
But address data itself are seldom in the focus of a use; more they are serving role. Technically they 
are more or less integrated. Most of the existing applications have address information embedded 
(see figure 3a), More modern system separate the address information, to serve multiple applications 
(see figure 3b)      
 

 
Figure 3.1-2:  Application with embedded Address Information 

 

 
Figure 3.1.3:  Application with external Address Information 



 
The use cases in this document are following the idea of the external address system, to avoid 
confusion between address system and the address information used in the application. 
 
 

B.1.2 Creation and update of addresses and attributes 

 
Three actors are related to the creation and update of address information.  
 
First the address must be created by the address authority. Because most of the addresses are 
created along with the building of houses this is done on the lowest administrative level (Municipality). 
The creation includes the assignment of key identifier, location and attributes.  
 
Some of the attributes can be derived or checked by geometrical operations like overlaying the 
borderlines of a district and finding out in which district the address is located.  
 
Other attributes have to be added by specialist (Address Attribute Authority) manually or automatically 
using spatial oriented application (e.g. assigning wards).  
 
Also the Address user plays an important role. The Address users (mostly application systems) are 
checking the completeness or correctness by matching information. In case of absence or 
inconsistency the Address user should report this issue to the Address Authority for clarification. As 
more as an Address system is used in that way, the quality of the content is increased.   
 
It is comprehensive that there are different situations in maintaining the address in different countries 
of Europe, from a single centralized address system to no common system all over the country.    
 
If the addresses are stored centrally, the information is originated decentralized, which needs a 
decentralized access for updating the system. It is also obvious that the duties to maintain the 
addresses are shared between several organizations, which require some precautions against 
demolitions.  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1-4:  Maintaining Address Information 
 



B.1.3 Dissemination of change information 

 
Address user in this situation generally is another address system or an application system, which 
have to be informed automatically and directly, without a break of the media. 
 
To solve the dissemination of the change information in principle are two approached possible: The 
address system forward the change information to the known Address user (application). This implies 
a nearly permanent running system on the receiver side. In most cases this is impossible, so the 
Address user has to inquire the Address system if changes happened since the last update.    
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1-5:  Dissemination of address change information 
 
 

B.1.4 An additional remark (Business and System use cases) 

 
The description of each use cases is focused on functional and data requirements. The non-functional 
aspects like Accuracy, Security, Performance, and Availability etc. which are not necessary for the 
Data Specification are out of the scope of this document and of the work of the TWG.  
 
It should be noted that, in many situations, the use cases represented below will be satisfied using 
regional or national systems without recourse to a harmonized European system.  However, in cross-
border or in EU policy decisions the same use cases will require INSPIRE interoperability and are 
therefore still relevant.  
 
The number of use cases is numerous and diverse. However, by looking at the role of the address in 
these applications, a set of generic cases can be identified, reducing the number to a manageable 
amount. The same behavior often is found in a variety of un-related applications.        
 
Therefore the use cases are described in clause 3 on two levels, the Business View level (3.2) and a 
System level (3.3). The business level serves for the reader without a deeper technical background to 
understand how addresses are used in applications; the basic level describes the derived use of 
addresses more technically and will aid the succeeding analysis of the user requirements. The 
connection between the two levels is described in the correspondence matrix in 4.1.  
 



B.2 Business View - Use Cases 
 

B.2.1 The use of addresses for reference 

 

B.2.1.1 Tree Preservation 
 
Objectives: 
 
Showing the use of addresses in the daily work of help desks and giving permissions.  
(Finding an address using town, street, house number) 
 
Process: 
 
One citizen wants to cut a tree located inside his private property because it is diseased. To carry out 
that action he has to ask permission to the forest register department (within Environmental Ministry). 
 
The officer in the forest register department validates the requester and the tree concerned. He enters 
the name of the town, the street and house number given on the letter. The system checks the 
existence of the address and returns a) the associated parcel and b) the owner of the parcel. Beside 
this, a map of the parcel (as part of the cadastre) and the affected trees or the group of trees (out of 
the forest register) is shown. Each tree / area is symbolized regarding the type.     
 
With this information the officer checks the ownership of the requester (the ownership is needed to 
apply) and the degree of protection of the tree. 
 
Moreover, if the reason given to cut the tree is to change the coverage and exploitation of the land, 
then the Ministry of Agriculture must be warmed and this permission will not be issued until having its 
environmental assessment. In this case, an additional enquiry is made to the “Exploitation Information 
System” of the Ministry of Agriculture. 
 
If there is no reason to reject the application the permission is printed out using the information of all 
registers mentioned above and sent to the applicant. 
 
Note: The postal address of the owner need not be the same as the address of the tree. 
  
 
Data required: 
 
The Forest Register stores data of every tree being possible to identify where they are located 
individually (only when it is possible, e.g. trees with special environmental protection whom have been 
assigned a pair of coordinates individually) or the area inside there is a group of common trees. 
 
Exploitation Information System of the Ministry of Agriculture is an older list of the parcels affected by 
a restricted exploitation. Each parcel is categorized by the type of exploitation allowed. 
 



 
 

Address Register Cadastral Register 
 
Address key 

Name of the region 
Name of the province  
Name of the town 
Name of the street 
House number 
Addition to the House number 

 
Geographic attribute: 
 Location  (X,Y Coordinate) 
 
 
 
 

 
Parcel key 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address   
                      Register) 
Owner Key    (Owner –ID; 
                      to establish a link to the Owner /  
                     Person  Register)  
Attributes: 
            coverage 
           Type (Urban / Rural) 
Geographic attribute: 
           Location    (X,Y Coordinate  
                             of the Center point)                      
           Borderline (Polygon) 

Forest Register 
 
Tree Key   
Parcel Key  (to establish a link to the cadastral 
                    register)  
Geographic attribute: 
           Location    (X,Y Coordinate) or 
           Borderline (of  the area inside the group of 
           common trees) 
Attributes: 
          Type of tree 
          History (to know if the permission has 
                       requested previously) 
 

Exploitation Information System 
Of the Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Parcel Key  (to establish a link to the Cadastral  
                    Register) 
Attributes: 
           Type of exploitation allowed 
 

Person Register (Owner) 
 
Person Key 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address    
                      Register ) 
Attributes: 
       Salutation (Mr. ; Ms. ; Miss  …) 
       Name 
 

 
 



 

B.2.1.2 Cross boarder emergency service 
 
Objectives: 
  
To search for an Address by a locational name (Town, Street, Post Code), in general needs a more or 
less correct spelling. This is unrealistic user requirement for several reasons, especially in cross 
border situations. There fore a particular search function is required using the full power and 
intelligence of the Address System.  
 
Finding an address using an unstructured query like:  ”10 Clevedon , Tickenham, UK”  
 
 
Process: 
 
An emergency happed near the border of Poland to the Czech Republic in “Kopaczòw”.  
 
The emergency call received the next emergency center in Bogatynia (Poland), but in this center is 
located to far from the place of accident. So the polish officer decided to ask the German colleagues in 
Zittau to send a MICU (Mobile intensive care unit).   
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.2-1 Cross border situation  
 
The German dispatcher has found an available MICU in the “Ambulance Car Register”. He likes to 
provide a map for advice of the driver showing the route to choose. He types in the address of the 
place of accident as “Kopazow, Biedronki, Polen”. The System has to find the correct address, the 
coordinates and the link to the street network. Together with the know position of the car, the route 
has to be calculated.  
 
The result is to present on a map showing the route. The clipping has been orientated on the envelope 
of the route.   
 



 
 
  Figure 3.2.-2:  Advise for the Ambulance Car 
 
 
Data required: 
 
 

Address Register Ambulance Car Register 
 
Address key 
             Name of country 

Name of the region 
Name of the province  
Name of the town 
Name of the street 
House number 
Addition to the House number 

 
Geographic attribute: 
 Location  (X,Y Coordinate) 
 
 

 
Ambulance Car key 
 
Home Address Key   
                     (to establish a link to the Address 
                       Register) 
 
Driver Key    ( to establish a link to a  Person  
                        Register)  
 
Attributes: 
             Type of vessel  (Ambulance / Doctor / 
                                        Officer in charge) 
 
Geographic attribute: 
           Location    (X,Y Coordinate  
                             of the actual car position, 
                             dynamically updated)                     
 

 



 

B.2.1.3 Disaster Management 
 
Objectives: 
 
Geographical information becomes more and more important. People are used to look up telephone 
numbers in a telephone book. But nowadays with applications using geographical information (think of 
applications like for example Google Maps) it becomes more and easier to find information through 
maps. Using the support of a map shows this example. 
 
Finding an address by pointing to a symbol on the map 
 
 
Process: 
 
To prepare an exercise of disaster management, an employee of the Ministry of Environment wants to 
know the telephone number of owner of the parcel / the security administrator of a chemical industrial 
factory. On the map the location of this factory is shown and inside the geometry of the building the 
coordinate to which the address is attached is shown. 
 

 
 

 Figure 3.2-3:  Basic map with address points shown 
 
By clicking on one of the points, the administrative information is shown: 
 

 
So from the appointed coordinate the belonging address can be found (and verified): 
 
X= 202649, Y=382927 → Address = Dijkerheideweg 13, 5961NC Horst; Address-id = 74830202836 
 
Each address has its own unique meaningless identifier. With meaningless unique identifiers different 
databases can be connected to each other.  
 



In the cadastral registration the parcels which are registered in relation to this uniquely identified 
address can be selected. The owner of these selected parcels can be selected. With the unique 
identifier of this owner (or with the name and address) one can look up the phone number in the 
registration of telephone numbers. For example: 
 
 
X= 202649, Y=382927 → Address = Dijkerheideweg 13, 5961NC Horst; Address-id = 74830202836 
 

Address registration 

Address-id Streetname House-nr. Postal code Town x-coord y-coord 

74830202836 Dijkerheideweg 13 5961NC Horst 202649 382927 

 
 
 
 

Cadastral Registration 

Cadastral-id Parcel-nr Area Owner-id Location-address-id 

99323256 SLD02-A-350-
G0000 

3.50.22 hectare 4472820 74830202836 

 
 
 
 

Person’s registration 

Person-id Name Address-id 

4472820 Johnson 74830202836 

 
 
 
 

Telephone number registration 

Person-id (Name) Address-id (Streetname + housenr Postal code+town) Phone 

4472820 (Johnson) 74830202836 (Dijkerheideweg 13 5961NC Horst) +31703394660 

 
Figure 3.2-4:  Search path for example 3   
 
 



 
Data required: 
 

Address Register Cadastral Register 
 
Address key 

Key of the region 
Key of the province  
Key of the town 
Key of the street 
House number 
Addition to the House number 

 
Geographic attribute: 
 Location  (X,Y Coordinate) 
 
Attributes: 
           Town 
           Street name 
           House number 
           Postal code 
 
 

Parcel key      (Cadastral-id) 
 
Address Key  (Location-address-id;  
                       to establish a link to the Address   
                      Register) 
 
Owner Key    (Owner –ID) 
 
Attributes: 
            area 
 
Geographic attribute: 
           Location    (X,Y Coordinate  
                                           of the Center point)                     
           Borderline (Polygon) 
 

Person Register (Owner) 
Person Key 
 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address   
                       Register) 
 
Attributes: 
       Salutation (Mr. ; Ms. ; Miss  …) 
       Name 
 

Telephone Number Register 

Person Key  (to establish a link to the Person   
                       Register) 
 
Address Key  (Location-address-id;  
                       to establish a link to the Address   
                      Register) 
 
Attributes: 
       Phone Number 
       (Name) 
       (Street name) 
       (Hose number) 
       (Postal Code) 
 

 



 

B.2.1.4 Hazardous Materials Management 
 
Objectives:    
 
Finding the corresponding actual address of an historical id provided.  
 
 
Process: 
 
The National Committee of Energy, in charge of the control of the storage and treatment of residual 
hazardous materials has got a database to manage all information regarding the building where those 
elements are stored, called Hazardous Materials Storage Register (HMSR).  
 
Every storage building of hazardous material is identified by a unique code which is linked to the 
attributes describing both the activity and the place where it is carried out.  Additionally, an influence 
area of every store is defined.  The influence area is the surrounding area which can be potentially 
polluted in case of accident.  It is necessary to know the people who must be evacuated in an alert 
situation. This area is calculated depending on the type of material stored overlaid by the cadastral 
map. 
 
The officer administering the hazardous materials register has to key the ID of the store requested. To 
get the full address the system sends a request to the address register.  
The address system has noticed that the matching address is historic (Validation time is out of order). 
A reformation of the villages and towns has been carried out and the address key (resp. identifier) has 
been changed. So the system searches along the history information (link to successor address) to the 
actual address. This actual address is returned and used for displaying the alphanumeric attributes the 
calculation and mapping of the route. 
 
As this database is linked with the cadastral cartographic system, once the officer keys the parameter 
to calculate the influence area, the application returns back that maximum zone in danger. From that, 
it is possible to know the people living inside that area to evacuate in case of environmental disaster 
through asking the property register. 
 
 
Data required: 
 

Address Register Cadastral Register 
 
Address key 

Key of the town 
Key of the street 
House number 
Addition to the House number 

 
Geographic attribute: 
 Location  (X,Y Coordinate) 
 
Special attributes: 
 Valid from 
 Valid to 
 
 Type of hist link 
 Link to predecessor address 
 Link to successor address 
 
 

 
Parcel key      (Cadastral-id) 
 
 
Address Key  (Location-address-id;  
                       to establish a link to the Address   
                      Register) 
 
Owner Key    (Owner –ID) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hazardous Materials Storage Register 



 
Store Identification key  
 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address   
                       Register) 
 
Influence Area Key (to establish a link to the 
                         Hazardous Materials Storage 
                          Influence Area) 
 
Geographic attribute: 
 Location  (X,Y Coordinate) 
 
Attributes: 
           Type of hazardous material 
            Date of the original beginning (when it 
                         initially and it is not exactly the 
                         current location) 
            Date of beginning working (in the place 
                         where it is located currently) 
            Date of Modification (Type of material, 
                         the store area, location) 
            Date of closing 
           Change of location (when the new location 
                         is so near that it can not be 
                         considered as a new registration, 
                          just a modification) 
           Change of the type of stored material 
 

Parcels within the Hazardous 
Materials Storage Influence Area 

 
Influence Area Key  
 
Parcel key      (parcels affected) 
 

Person Register (Owner) 
 
Person Key 
 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address   
                       Register) 
 
Attributes: 
       Salutation (Mr. ; Ms. ; Miss  …) 
       Name 
 

Statistical Information System 

 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address /   
                       location) 
Attributes: 
           Number of inhabitants 
           

 



 

B.2.1.5 Fire Protection Management 
 
Objectives: 
 
Finding all addresses of a district geographically (by polygon) 
 
Process: 
 
The chimney sweeper district is representative for any district an address can be related / covered. 
E.g. in Germany chimney sweepers have a defined district they are responsible for the fire protection 
in all houses of that district. 
 
 
Within a certain city the number of districts was reduced to three chimney sweeper districts. The 
owner must be informed about this reorganization of chimney sweepers in charge. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.2-5:  chimney sweeper districts in a town 
 
 
 
By mapping the area with the address database, the addresses of the house owners in his district can 
be found. 
 
 
 



 
 
Figure 3.2-6:  addresses within the chimney sweeper districts 
 
 
The overlaid boundaries of the districts are used to connect each address to a sweeper district. Based 
on this selection a serial letter can be produced to inform the owner of the properties about the 
reorganization of the districts resp. the new responsibilities. 
 
 
Data required: 
 

Address Register Chimney Sweeper  Register 
 
Address key 

Key of the town 
Key of the street 
House number 
Addition to the House number 

 
Geographic attribute: 
 Location  (X,Y Coordinate) 
 
 

 
Chimney Sweeper District key 
 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address   
                       Register) 
 
Geographic attribute: 
           District border (Polygon) 
 
Attributes: 
           Name of sweeper 
          Status of sweeper 
 

Cadastral Register 
 
Parcel key      (Cadastral-id) 
 
Address Key  (Location-address-id;  
                       to establish a link to the Address   
                      Register) 
Owner Key    (Owner –ID) 

Person Register (Owner) 



 
Person Key 
 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address   
                       Register) 
 
Attributes: 
       Salutation (Mr. ; Ms. ; Miss  …) 
       Name 
 

 
 

B.2.1.6 Fireside permission 
 
Objectives: 
 
Finding an address by town, street, house number, which is not “official”, returning the official 
addresses?  
 
Process: 
 
Mr. Miller, technician of the property management, has decided to renew the heating in one of the 
buildings in a larger complex. He sends a request to the chimney sweeper to apply for permission to 
renew the heating in 93 Main Street.  
 
The chimney sweeper search in the Chimney Sweeper  Register for 93 Main Street. The system finds 
this address of type “not official”. Because the written permission must show the official address, the 
system looks for this and returns “89-97 Main Street (Entrance C)”.  
 
 
Data required: 
 

Address Register Chimney Sweeper  Register 
 
Address key 

Key of the town 
Key of the street 
House number 
Addition to the House number 

 
Geographic attribute: 
 Location  (X,Y Coordinate) 
 
Special attributes 
 Type of address 
 
 Type of link 
 Link to main address 
 

 
Chimney Sweeper District key 
 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address   
                       Register) 
 
Geographic attribute: 
           District border (Polygon) 
 
Attributes: 
           Name of sweeper 
          Status of sweeper 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B.2.1.7 Support of Disaster Management 
 
Objectives: 



 
How Addresses displayed on a screen are supporting the quick access to special information during 
disaster management. 
 
 
Process: 
 
A (natural) disaster occurs in a given area (Flood of the river Elbe). The fire brigade officer draws a 
polygon on screen, describing the extension of the affected area in consideration of the landscape and 
expected rising limb of flood. 
 
The system shows all addresses in that area (partly in the Czech Republic and Germany) as dots on 
the screen. Those addresses which a marked as places of hazardous materials are displayed in 
different symbols, regarding the level and type of risk.  
 
The officer maps his screen to the screen of the common task force. The officer in charge decided 
which vessel and which action force will be send to which place.  
 
The officer points / clicks the retirement home located in the danger zone, to get the number of 
inhabitants to be evacuated. He orders the corresponding number of vessels, ambulances and helpers 
from the headquarters of the fire brigade districts.  
 
 
Data required: 
 
It is assumed that information about the Type of Building and Grade of endanger are stored in a 
Building register and the number of inhabitants in the statistical Information system. The register and 
the information system are linked by address key to the central address register.  
 

Address Register Building Register 
 
Address key 

Key of the town 
Key of the street 
House number 
Addition to the House number 

 
Geographic attribute: 
 Location  (X,Y Coordinate) 
 
Attributes to related zones: 
 Fire brigade district 1 
 Fire brigade district 2 
 Fire brigade district 3 
 
 
Special attributes 
 Type of address 
 
 

 
Building key 
 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address    
                       Register) 
Attributes: 
           Grade of endanger 
           Type of building 
 
Should be harmonized with the theme “Building” 
of Annex III 
 

Statistical Information System 
 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address   
                       Register) 
Attributes: 
           Number of inhabitants 
           

 
 
 
 

B.2.1.8 Postal collection / delivery 
 
 
Objectives: 
 
What can happen if the postal address is wrong?  



(Finding an address using district, town, street, house number, post code; Updating addresses which 
are integrated in an application) 
 
Case:  
 
Learning fron the 2002 big flood of the river Elbe, the emergency centre in Dresden/Elbe (DE) will 
execute a cross border evacuation exercises between Detchin/Elbe and Pirna/Elbe. The centre 
management likes to infort all participants from Germany and from the Czech Republic about latest 
changes about the limitations according a possible touristic mass event. The final plans have to send 
by mail for the missing electronically access of the local red cross station in the country side where the 
individual preparation will happen. 
Regarding the new regulations about house numbering the address of the station has changed from 
an inofficial naming of the building to an official one including a house number and the naming of the 
road. Because this change was not registered in the Address-Register of the emergency centre, the 
address printed on the letter was the old one. The letter reached the station after the exercises.   
 
This annoying situation can be avoided if the emergency center in Dresden will be informed about 
these changes. This may happen as described in 3.1.3 
 
Process: 
 
If the postal address is wrong, the delivery of the parcel is not possible, is delayed, needs a lot of 
additional work or can be much more expensive. 
 
Post offices usually use automatic sorting machines to separate post parcels according to the post 
codes. If the post code is wrong, the parcel is sent to a bad post office, doesn’t reach the appropriate 
address and must be processed manually to find right post code and address. 
 
If any part of the address is written wrong then manual processing must be used to find the 
appropriate locality, address point or post code. The process depends on the type of a mistake and in 
many cases must be done in successive steps according to hierarchy of address items. 
 
The procedure depends on the available services. It can use unstructured queries, queries by 
locational id’s or names, searching in address history etc. 
 
The same problems occur in the case of delivering goods or services, in finding place of an accident 
etc. The delay is higher and delivery is much more expensive in the  
 
Data required: 
 

Address Register Red-Cross Station Register 
 
Address key 

Name or of the region 
Name or of the province  
Name or of the town 
Name or of the locality 
Name or of the street 
House number 
Addition to the House number 
Post code 
 

 
Station 
  ID 
 Name 
 Address key 
 Telephone Number 
  

 

B.2.1.9 Flood prevention 
 
 
Objectives: 
 
How addresses are used to determine the effects to the citizens and buildings in a flooding model 
according the optimal use of artificial barriers (dams). 



 
 
Case:  
 
In consequence of 2002 big flood of the river Elbe, the emergency management centre in 
Dresden/Elbe (DE) set up a precautionary study of artificial and mobile barriers. The usefulness of 
different scenarios is ranked by minimizing the number of citizen and houses / floors are affected.   
 
 
Process: 

 
Figure 3.2.-7: Overview of the calculation and the presentation of flood situations 
 
The process is divided into two steps: 
 
1.  Calculating the flooded area under certain conditions by an special flooding model using the 
INSPIRE themes Hydrography and Elevation (DEM), From that data and in consideration of possible 
barriers several scenarios are calculated. The result is described in polygons defining flooded areas. 
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Figure 3.2-8: Calculated flooding areas of different depth overlaid on an areal photo from the INSPIRE 

theme Orthoimagery. 
ii
  

 

 
 

Figure 3.2-9: Comparison of the result of different scenario after 24 h and 48 h overlaid with a street 
network (IVU)

iii
) 

 
 
2. In a general GIS, the flooded areas - described in polygons - are overlayed with addresses and 
buildings. A point in polygon method is used to associate the addresses with flooded areas. 
 
The addresses can be linked with the statistical information system which provides the number of 
inhabitants.  
  
 



 
 
Figure 3.2-10: Calculated flooded areas and table of street segments (aggregation of addresses) and 
citizens are affected (IVU)

4
) 

 
If addresses are related to apartments and z-coordinates are provided, the number of apartments 
affected can be quantified.  
The high of the apartments in combination with the base level of the building derived from the DEM the 
number and intensity of the floors can be detected. 
 
 
The use case can be expanded taking the number and the ceiling height of the floors in the buildings 
in account 

 

   
  

Figure 3.2-11: Example of 3D points of apartments in a flat (VROM)  
 

 



It can also be possible to have 2½ D (a surface with a height) of apartments in a flat (e.g. from the 
Cadaster): 
 
 

 

 
 

       Figure 3.2-12: Example surface and height of apartments 
 
 
And in the end it can also be possible to have 3D objects from w 3D town model: 
 

 
 

Figure 3.2-12: Example 3-D town model 
Data required: 

 



Address Register Statistical Information System 
 
Address key 

Key of the town 
Key of the street 
House number 
Addition to the House number 

 
Geographic attribute: 
 Location  (X,Y Coordinate) 
 
Special attributes: 
 Valid from 
 Valid to 
 
 Type of hist link 
 Link to predecessor address 
 Link to successor address 
 
 

 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address /   
                       location) 
Attributes: 
           Number of inhabitants 
 

Building Register 

 
Building key 
 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address    
                       Register) 
Attributes: 
           Number of floors 
           Height of floor  
 
 
Should be harmonized with the theme “Building” 
of Annex III 
 



 

B.2.2 Creating addresses and update of attributes 

 
It is not intended by the INSPIRE Directive to harmonize the maintenance of address information in 
central registers. This has to be solved by the MS individually. 
 
Even if this is not part of the directive, a central or cross border provision of address information must 
include the delivery of of change information and include the necessary functionality (see 3.1.1 and 
3.1.3).  
 
The change information exists of a reference between the item and the predecessor or successor and 
the appropriate date of change. Suitable functions imply the possibility to query a retrograde period.    
 

B.2.3 Dissemination of change information 

 

B.2.3.1 Updating external address information 
 
Objectives: 
 
Address Databases which serve as the authorized “central” hub have to provide an update service for 
systems of second order.   
 
Process: 
 
As seen in example 3.2.1.4. and 3.2.1.8 Address Information in special applications (Hazardous 
Materials Storage Register and Red Cross Station Register) need to updated on a regular base. A 
request for update information is send to the central address register each midnight, asking what 
changes happened since the last update.  
 
The responded update information is included into the address information of the special application. 
In this example the Address Key is updated. 
 
 
Data required: 
 

Central Address Register Hazardous Materials Storage Register 
 
Address key 

Key of the town 
Key of the street 
House number 
Addition to the House number 

 
Geographic attribute: 
 Location  (X,Y Coordinate) 
 
Special attributes 
 Type of address 
 
 Valid from 
 Valid to 
 
 Type of link 
 Link to predecessor address 
 Link to successor address 
 

 
Store Identification key  
 
Address Key  (to establish a link to the Address   
                       Register) 
 
Influence Area Key (to establish a link to the 
                         Hazardous Materials Storage 
                          Influence Area) 
 
Geographic attribute: 
 Location  (X,Y Coordinate) 
 
Attributes: 
           Type of hazardous material 
            … l 
 

 



B.3 System Use Cases  
 
The system use cases should serve to find out which information is required and required to be 
harmonized. Thus, at least each use case should end up describing which kind of information is 
needed  
 

B.3.1 Search for Addresses 

 

UC-ADR-1-01 
 
Finding an address can be characterized by the way to query and the answer expected. 
 
Query: 
 
The easiest query to process is to know and to query with the identifier or all identifying 
attributes [A1].  
 
The costliest and time consuming query can be found in interactive systems, where the 
attributes are collected stepwise, starting with the town/city/village name, followed by the 
street name, house number and additions [A2-1; A2-2].  
 
There may alternative queries in between, but these are the extreme one.  
 
An additional case is the unstructured query. The input parameter is one string with an 
address and it is not obvious, what is the name of a street, of a town, of a part of town... The 
service must try several possibilities to find appropriate address(es) [A3]. 
 
Last not least a geometrical approach can be performed, searching an address by the 
coordinates [A4-1]. This may be used to find one single address or a set of addresses within a 
polygon [A4-2]. 

 
The result of a query can be nil / nothing (no address found), a unique address or a set of 
addresses.    
 
Depending on the answer expected the result is accepted (a), the query has to be refined (b) 
or the result has to be processed further (c). 
 
In case of:  
(a) Step 3 processed is next [B1].   
 
(b) The control is given back to the “caller”, the query process is finished [B2].  
 
(c) There are two reasons to process further which depend on the answer requested. 
 

I) the temporal aspect: If one of the identifying attributes has changed the predecessor 
or the successor address has to be returned [B3]. 

 
Example 1: 

To confirm officially the existence of an address written in a historical authenticated 
document.  

 
Example 2: 

To update an address in a customer (or other) register.  
 
II) the address type aspect: If the queried address is not the official address, these has to 

be returned [B4].  
 

Example 1: 



An address is given by a caller of an emergency system to report a fire, but this is 
not the official address. The official address is around the corner and to this the 
information about explosive goods are linked. Fore this purpose the addresses 
have to be linked together.  

 
Example 2: 

Older numbering systems allow defining a house number like “11-15” for very large 
buildings. For purpose to fit into the new numbering rules, this house number is 
resolved into the three addresses (11, 13, and 15) or five addresses (11, 12, 13, 
14, and 15) depending on the systematic. The number 11 is flagged as “Basic 
address” and all other address records have link to this.  
Specialized information is linked to the “basic address” 11 only.   

 
 
Answer: 
 
The important parts of the answer are the attributes of the address returned. Most important 
are the X,Y- Coordinates, the object forming attributes (town name, street name etc.) and 
relations (ward, school district, census tract etc.) and other attributes ( address type, related 
address etc.). 
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Query Step 1  

Query by 
ID 

Query by locational 
description 

Query 
unstructured 

Query geometrically 

A1 A2-1 A2-2 A3 A4-1 A4-2 

By 
identifier 

By  
locational id’s 

By 
locational 

names 

Unstructured By point 
coordinates 

By 
polygon 

Result: None / one / more than one hits 

 

Step 2 
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Alternative 

B1 

Alternative 

B2 

Alternative 

B3 

Alternative 

B4 

Process passed 
to 

Step 3 

Query to be refined, 
return to Step 1 

Search for 
historically 
addresses 

Search for official 
address 

 

Answer  

Step 3 Return of attributes  
(Geometry, related themes (Zones) and other attributes) 

 

 
Figure 3.3-1: Alternative search strategies 
 

 
 
 
 

B.3.2 Search for Address Changes 
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A special query is needed to fulfill the requirements of user 2 in Figure 3.1-5 
 
In principle the query alternatives A1 and A2 have to be extended by a describtion of the period in 
which the changes should be happen e.g. all changes between date1 and date2. 
 

 
 

B.4 History, version concept  
 
As shown in the use cases it is important to provide information about address changes. This 
information is based on the implementation of a version concept.  
 
The description of the following approach is based on the German AAA-Model (AFIS-ALKIS-ATKIS)  
 
The version concept has been defined in consideration of the following modeling principles:  
 
o No distinction is made in the application schema between current and historical data, i.e. no 

separate historical feature types are formed for the full history.  
 
o The historical as well as the current information (version) is stored for each object.  
 
o The partially redundant storage of object attributes in several versions is accepted in return for 

faster data access to the corresponding version.  
 
The version concept assumes that each address (object) carries an identifier, attribute and relation, as 
well as a lifetime interval (creation and expiry date). Entering an object into the primary database data 
generates the first version of the object and registers it in a feature version container for feature 
versions. If a non-object forming property changes due to an update, a new version of the object is 
generated. The historized version does however remain within the container for feature versions, i.e. 
the identifier does not change. The creation date of the new version is the same as the expiry date of 
the previous version. The individual versions of an object can be clearly distinguished using the 
lifetime interval. By evaluating the various versions of an object, all changes can be determined in 
relation to any time period.  
 
If object-forming properties change during a updating, this results from a technical point of view to the 
expiry of an object. The object is historized by assigning an expiry date to the last version. The object 
remains within the database. At any point in time, a version has all attributes and relations valid at that 
time. By “bracketing” the versions within a container for feature versions, the thematic object view 
remains in place. 
  
The example is taken from ALKIS, but will be transferred into the address theme when the 
development of the application schema has reached a further step, that is the distinction between 
attributes and relations has finalized. 
 
Changes to attributes  
Mrs Hilde Huber is registered in ALKIS at time t1, i.e. a new object of the Person feature type is created: 

 

 Identifier 

 
Time interval Surname Christian 

name 
has_Address 

  Start End    
Version 1 DEBU5t44dFzb70Lg t1 t∞ Huber Hilde DEBUf88FFgVc761s 

 
Time ‘t∞‘ means that the technical expiry of the object and/or version will be in the future. At time t2, 
Mrs Huber changes her name to Meier, i.e. object “DEBU5t44dFzb70Lg“ of feature type Person 
creates a new version due to the change of the Name attribute: 
 
 



 Identifier 

 
Time interval Surname Christian 

name 
has_Address 

  Start End    
Version 1 DEBU5t44dFzb70Lg t1 t2 Huber Hilde DEBUf88FFgVc761s 

Version 2 DEBU5t44dFzb70Lg t2 t∞ Meier Hilde DEBUf88FFgVc761s 

 
The time at which Version 1 expires is identical to the date on which Version 2 of the object is created. 
At time t3, Mrs Meier sells her only plot of land. Because she has no other role within ALKIS, the object 
expires from a technical viewpoint. 
 

 Identifier 

 
Time interval Surname Christian 

name 
has_Address 

  Start End    
Version 1 DEBU5t44dFzb70Lg t1 t2 Huber Hilde DEBUf88FFgVc761s 

Version 2 DEBU5t44dFzb70Lg t2 t3 Meier Hilde DEBUf88FFgVc761s 

 
Version 2 and therefore the entire object is historized, not deleted.  
 
Each new version of an object is assigned its own relations, on which it is based. Relations always 
start from a particular version of the object, i.e. a relation from one version to another object is valid 
only for this version. All cardinalities specified in the feature catalogue are retained in this way. 
. 
In the Figure, the arrows represent a relation. The direction of the arrow also indicates the direction of 
the relation. The new version of the Person object is in turn assigned a relation to the associated 
Address object. However, no new version of the Address object is created, because the relation to the 
Person object remains unchanged. A new version of the Address object would not cause a change to 
the Person object, e.g. when correcting in input error. 
 
This example also shows that a relation always points from the version via the identifier to a container 
for feature versions and not to a version. The container for feature versions therefore forms a type of 
bracket around its various versions. 
 

 
 



Figure 3.3-2: Example of versioning following attribute changes 

 
This technique can be used only to show relations that relate to the current version of the participating 
objects. If this is insufficient in a specific case, a version can exceptionally be directly referenced 
whereby the identifier in the reference should be supplemented by the time stamp for that version. 
 
Changes to relations 
 
Changes to relations result in versioning of objects as do attribute changes. Relations always change 
when the object to which the relation points is re-created, exchanged or removed. This is explained in 
a modified example. At time t3, Mrs Hilde Huber moves from 17 Ottostraße, Munich to Platanenallee 
34a, Berlin. The Address object is exchanged with OID "DEBUf88FFgVc761s", to which the 
has_address relation points from the Person object (new OID "DEBUk41233THjbkO"). Thus, the 
relation associated with the Person object changes and the Person object must be versioned. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.3-2: Example of new version following relation change 

 
 

The following table shows the pattern: 
 
 

 Identifier 

 
Time interval Surname Christian 

name 
has_Address 

  Start End    
Version 1 DEBU5t44dFzb70Lg t1 t2 Huber Hilde DEBUf88FFgVc761s 

Version 2 DEBU5t44dFzb70Lg t2 t3 Meier Hilde DEBUf88FFgVc761s 

Version 3 DEBU5t44dFzb70Lg t3 t∞ Meier Hilde DEBUk41233THjbkO 
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Section 6 Reference Data , (Page 21) 
 
ii
 Ambiental Technical Solutions Ltd., Brighton, East Sussex, UK 

  (source: http://www.ambiental.co.uk/surface-water.html) 
 
iii
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